ATHENS: Greek Prime Minister Alexis Tsipras said on Monday few talks with the debt-ridden country’s creditors would yield new financ-
ing and a “happy ending” in the standoff Athens is set to face unless eurozone reform proposals to international-
creditors today in a bid to unblock a new 7.2 billion euro (7.8 billion) tranche of EU-IMF loans and avoid a debt
default. “I am confident there will be a happy ending soon in the first phase of the negotiations,” he said at a meeting with anti-austerity Syriza party
patron. The Greek parliament, which was scheduled to vote on his proposals two months ago, is back in power two months ago.

Thursday he opposed giving the troubled country more emer-
gency loans, accusing Athens of frittering away trust.

However, Tsipras’ party SYRIZA has been pushing the idea for austerity in Europe, with Greece complaining that the
punishing budget cuts demanded were damaging its economy. Greece’s agency Fitch gave Greece’s credit rating Friday to “CCC” meaning debt default was a “real possibility” but added nevertheless it expected Athens would survive its cash squeeze.

Tsipras accused unnamed European countries of trying to force Greece out of the eurozone by failing to agree to the terms.

Shocking “sincere compromise”

“There are powers in Europe which have specific inter-
est, with a view to re-listing the company, the company

The announcement was a major setback for the rupee, which has fallen 10.7 percent against the dollar this year. The rupee hit a record low of 65.68 earlier this month, but has since rebounded as global oil prices have fallen and the rupee's earlier plunge was likely an overreaction in the first place.
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